The reason for the paper is to compare the stories of the "Sonny's Blues," by James Baldwin and
"The Yellow Wallpaper," by Charlotte Perkins Gilman and the individuals around the two
stories.
The story "Sonny's Blues" by James Baldwin utilizes characterization towards recognizing the
acknowledgment that disaster and suffering could be changed through a common art, for this
situation, jazz music. Both the characters have lived distinctive suffering, which drove them,
towards their segregation. Sonny has an enthusiasm for art. In contrast to his sibling, who kept
back all his sorrow locked, Sonny has a more serious feeling of adversities of life. One of the
essential reasons of his enduring is the discrimination counter to the black people in America.
The state of African American has profoundly stunned him (Cherriedesignz.com(b)).
The storyteller in this story is Sonny's sibling, an anonymous secondary school based algebra
educator that has endeavored to achieve the trappings of middle class achievement. Through the
discernments of this sensible, mindful spouse and father the booklover witnesses the life of
Sonny. In his childhood Sonny was his dad's child notwithstanding; he strayed from his people
into conventional, unreasonable heroin habit. Sonny's way of life change causes strife amongst
the two siblings, which isn't settled till Sonny is discharged from jail for pushing drug. By the
declaration of melodic ability, the storyteller and his sibling turn out to be closer in their
association and could resolve the distinctions in character that have caused such suffering in their
lives (Cherriedesignz.com(b)).
Through utilizing a blend of segments such a personalities and setting, a solid topic could be
come to, for instance in Charlotte Perkins Gilman's "The Yellow Wallpaper". The blend of the
hero's madness and the background of the nursery by yellow wallpaper recognize a topic of
detainment of females in a domestic domain. The unknown spouse is taken by her man to a
nation house to recoup from a condition of hysteria. The storyteller at that point volunteers
effectively learn and decipher the wallpaper, and through her insanity she unravels its chaotic
example to uncover a lady caught in the profundities of the confused layouts. Over the time the
storyteller starts to identify with this encaged lady and trusts that she also is caught inside the
wallpaper. Amid the last couple of nights the storyteller states the wallpaper in an effort towards
escaping from her cage. The utilization of the yellow wallpaper as a representative gesture
towards the entanglement of ladies demonstrates the way setting could specifically identify with
the subject of a small story (Cherriedesignz.com(a)).
In The Yellow Wallpaper, a lady expounds on her time with her man, who is a doctor, in a
colonial castle. They came to live in the house to enable her to show signs of improvement from,
what her man said are nervous despair. The lady's composition concentrates totally on the
wallpaper in her room. The storyteller portrays the wallpaper in more noteworthy detail as her
sickness intensifies, over the time; she comes to accept there is a lady caught inside the
wallpaper. Gilman utilizes the lady in the wallpaper to speak to the storyteller's sentiments of
herself, “By the daytime she is subdued, quiet. I fancy it is the pattern that keeps her so still. It
is so puzzling. It keeps me quiet by the hour, (Gilman 485)”. This statement identifies with the
storyteller's activities of sitting and gazing at the wallpaper for a considerable length of time
amid the day only (Cherriedesignz.com(a)).

Symbolism of Sonny's Blues story
Jazz and Blues music - The storyteller does not know anything regarding jazz. He connects it
with a specific "component" of individuals, the individuals he does not need his sibling spending
time with. He brings jazz together with heroin and Sonny's heroin habit, reprimanding the jazz
way of life for transforming Sonny into a drug addict on the grounds that he realizes that a few
artists need to motivate high so as towards playing music. Jazz music makes the storyteller
furious and unpleasant. However, for Sonny, jazz music resembles a hope. He adores playing it
and tuning in to it. It's the one extremely optimistic thing in his life. Jazz music characterizes
enthusiasm and a way of escapism for Sonny. But the storyteller contrarily connects with jazz are
them who work as a kind of second intimate people for Sonny. Though jazz is outsider towards
the storyteller, it's agreeable and soothing for Sonny. Toward the conclusion of the story, jazz
works as a connection among the two siblings. At the point when the storyteller visits to see
Sonny’s play, he understands something regarding his sibling that he is never comprehended
before. When he heard Sonny’s play, he then begins to welcome the miracle and dread of a
performer (Shmoop.com(b)).
Ice – The pictures of ice appeared at different times in the story, symbolizing apprehension, fear,
and the sentiment of being anxious or stunned. For instance, when the storyteller first finds out
about Sonny's detention, he portrays the inclination as:
“A great block of ice got settled in my belly and kept melting there slowly all day long. . .. It was
a special kind of ice. It kept melting, sending trickles of ice water all up and down my veins, but
it never got less. (2)”
The storyteller can't get away from this icy inclination, which returns as “icy dread (77)” when
Sonny initially gets to his flat once coming out of the prison. We regularly consider “ice (and
cold)” as causing inconvenience, and this is correctly what occurs when metaphorical ice shows
up in "Sonny's Blues." (Shmoop.com(b))
Light - Light appeared in numerous structures all through "Sonny's Blues" – as moonlight, as a
spotlight, in some cases even as the absence of light. Light enlightens both factually and
metaphorically. Whenever Sonny and the storyteller's mom enlighten the storyteller regarding
the way their uncle died, she reviews a moonlit nighttime and a moonlit street. While Sonny was
performing in the club, the spotlight on him goes blue and the storyteller encounters a kind of
disclosure regarding his sibling. Furthermore, when Sonny puts the Scotch and milk above him
on the keyboard in the last scene, the storyteller stated that it “glowed (1239)”, similarly as
Sonny looks to be gleaming in the light of his melody (Shmoop.com(b)).

Symbolism of The Yellow Wallpaper
The Wallpaper's Pattern - Indeed, even before the lady in the wallpaper and the storyteller
combine into one being, regardless they share a considerable measure in common. Ms.
Wallpaper is caught in a terrible yellow decoration that looks like a prison:
“At night in any kind of light, in twilight, candlelight, lamplight, and worst of all by moonlight, it
becomes bars! The outside pattern I mean, and the woman behind it is as plain as can be. (6.10)”

In any case, the storyteller is caught in an uglier arrangement: the example of being a lady in the
19th Century. The lives of ladies' were, as indicated by Victorian standards, expected to pursue a
stern direction. The woman would accomplish the minimum education, got wedded, and had
kids, take care of the house. Your girl did the same thing; the granddaughter would also do the
same thing. It was, to obtain an expression, and vicious circle. Furthermore, inside this bigger
vicious circle were the littler rehashing examples of days. A conventional Victorian lady like the
storyteller would have invested her time “managing with the house,” which implied instructing
domestics what needs to be cleaned, what will be purchased, and what will be cooked. It was not
actually practical and it unquestionably wasn't variable. Thus: two women caught inside a
frightful, repetitive pattern. Therefore the storyteller sensed such an empathy with Ms. Wallpaper
(Shmoop.com(a)).
The Paper - All things considered, the storyteller is prohibited from, since her significant other/
physician does not like her to diary about being sick:
“I did write for a while in spite of them; but it does exhaust me a good deal—having to be so sly
about it, or else meet with heavy opposition.”
“I sometimes fancy that in my condition if I had less opposition and more society and stimulus—
but John says the very worst thing I can do is to think about my condition, and I confess it always
makes me feel bad. (1.17 – 1.18)”
Her intelligence limited from reading and composing, the storyteller's mind rather swings to her
environment and settles on the wallpaper as a foundation of intellectual improvement. Also,
beyond any doubt, we surmise the wallpaper is stimulating in a dissociated, illusory kind of way
(Shmoop.com(a)).
Moonlight - Amid the day, the storyteller writes that the lady caught in the wallpaper is static.
When the moonlight strikes the wall, in any case, the lady starts to move and creep about. This
example of “sun = immobility and moon = creepin' time” reflects the storyteller's own day by day
actions. Amid the day, she rests; during the night she lies wakeful, attentive, and put resources
into the intellectual actions that she needs to overpower amid the day while her man is watching.
The representation of the moonlight is likewise exacerbated by the way that the moon has for
quite some time been observed as characteristically womanly (Shmoop.com(a)).
The Bed - It simply escaping towards the information that female sexuality in the Victorian time
was an all-expending subject yet in addition totally repressed. The Victorians enjoyed their ladies
humble, maternal, and absolutely uninterested in sex. In any case, since the ladies in the
Victorian period were human, that was not actually the situation (Shmoop.com(a)).
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